Abstract-The transmitter identification of the DTV systems becomes crucial nowadays. Transmitter identification (TxID, or transmitter fingerprinting) technique is used to detect, diagnose and classify the operating status of any radio transmitter of interest. A pseudo random sequence was proposed to be embedded into the DTV signal before transmission. Thus, the transmitter identification can be realized by invoking the cross-correlation functions between the received signal and the possible candidates of the pseudo random sequences. Gold sequences and Kasami sequences are two excellent candidates for the transmitter ID sequences as they provide a large family of nearly-orthogonal codes. In order to investigate the sensitivity of the transmitter identification in different topologies and Kasami sequences with different length, we present the analysis here for four different geometric layouts, namely circular distribution, doubly concentric and circular distribution, square array and hexagonal tessellation under the ENG (electronic news gathering) crews' working environment. The covered area and the lowest received signal-tointerference ratio are considered as two essential parameters for the multiple-transmitter identification. It turns out to be that the larger the Kasami sequence length, the larger the received signalto-interference ratio. Our new analysis can be used to determine the required Kasami sequence length for a specific broadcasting coverage.
I. INTRODUCTION
Digital Terrestrial Television (DTV) has been deployed world-wide recently. The transmitter identification of the modern DTV systems becomes crucial nowadays. For example, the identification of ENG (electronic news gathering) [1] crews is very important and necessary for live televised programs. Hence, the transmitter identification techniques are in demand for modern DTV systems. The details for the data frame of transmitted DTV signals and the injected pseudo random sequences are presented in [2] . Transmitter identification (Tx-ID), or transmitter fingerprinting technique is used to detect, diagnose and classify the operating status of any radio transmitter of interest. In the DTV applications, the transmitter identification refers to the (static or mobile) station identification for the television channels. Due to the rapid DTV development and the increasing numbers of DTV channels, the need for the television channel identification becomes an urgent issue. As a result, transmitter identification has been recognized as an important feature in the ATSC Synchronization Standard for Distributed Transmission [2] .
In the DTV transmitter identification, the TV station's information is added into the DTV transport data stream and it can be obtained by demodulating the DTV signal. However, successful reception is not always guaranteed due to many reasons in the real scenario. The transmitter ID acquired this way only provides the identification of the transmitter associated with the strongest signal path [2] . Therefore, the identification of a weak source signal is impossible [2] . Hence, a pseudo random sequence was proposed to be embedded into the DTV signal before transmission [2] . Thus, the transmitter identification can be realized by invoking the cross-correlation functions between the received signal and the possible candidates of the pseudo random sequences.
In this method presented by [2] , one essential property of the pseudo random sequences for the transmitter identification is that they are nearly orthogonal to each other. Another important property is that the pseudo random sequence is embedded into the DTV signal in a low power level so that the reception of the DTV signal will not be impacted virtually. Transmitter identification is processed by calculating the cross-correlation function between the received DTV signal and the original embedded pseudo random sequence, which does not depend on the additional resource. In addition to the two aforementioned essential properties, the size of the pseudo random sequence set also needs to be considered since each sequence can only be used to identify one channel in the world-wide area [2] . Therefore, a sufficient number of pseudo random sequences must be available in practice. Gold sequences [3] , [4] and Kasami sequences [5] , [6] are two excellent candidates for the transmitter ID sequences as they provide a large family of nearly-orthogonal codes. Kasami sequences have period N = 2 n − 1, where n is a positive even integer. There are two classes of Kasami sequences: the small set and the large set. The large set contains all the sequences belonging to the small set. However, only the small set is optimal in the sense of matching Welch's lower bound for the correlation functions. Although the small set of Kasami sequences can provide the better identification performance than the Kasami sequences from the large set due to their correlational properties, the total number of the pseudo random sequences from the small Kasami set is limited (similar restriction can be found for the Gold sequences). Therefore, Kasami sequences from the large set are employed as the most desirable pseudo random sequences for the transmitter identification of DTV signals.
Since the Tx-ID based on Kasami sequences is quite new in the digital video broadcasting research area, there still remain some interesting and important questions to be answered. In this paper, we would like to dedicate the fundamental theoretical exploration on the Kasami sequence based Tx-ID problems. We will try to answer the geometric capacity studies for Tx-ID. What is the appropriate (minimum) Kasami sequence length to a mandated received signal-to-interference ratio given a transmitter deployment topology? In duality, what is the expected received signal-to-interference given a transmitter deployment topology and the fixed Tx-ID sequence length?
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The fundamental mathematical properties of Kasami sequences are introduced in Section II. The new topology-dependent Kasami Tx-ID studies are demonstrated in Section III.
II. MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES OF KASAMI SEQUENCES
Kasami sequences are adopted as the transmitter ID sequences in the modern DTV systems. Hence, we would like to introduce how to generate Kasami sequences and their essential mathematical properties for transmitter ID in the following sections.
A. Algebraic Methods for Binary Sequence Construction
Binary sequences are important for spread-spectrum systems, code-division multiple-access (CDMA) systems and broadband satellite communications [7] , [8] . Among all binary sequence families, those who have low non-zero-lag autocorrelation values, low cross-correlation values, large family size [9] and large linear span [10] are preferred in practice. These correlation properties are exploited to minimize the interference among the emitted signals so as to facilitate the signal detection even at the low signal-to-noise ratios [11] - [14] .
Many binary sequences are built upon the elementary family, namely the maximal-length binary sequences (msequences). The m-sequences can be simply represented based on the trace function tr
, where x ∈ GF (2 n ) . Since the m-sequences have ideal autocorrelation properties, it is natural to study the cross-correlation function between an m-sequence and its decimations. Many families of low-correlation sequences have been constructed using msequences and their decimations [15] , [16] . For example, the Gold sequence family [17] , [18] was constructed from a pair of m-sequences given by {tr n 1 (x)} and tr
For an odd n and an arbitrary integer k with gcd(n, k)=1. The small set of Kasami sequences can be constructed from {tr n 1 (x)} and tr
The large set of Kasami sequences can be further extended here [8] . We assume that n is even and take k to satisfy gcd(k, n)=2 for odd n/2 or gcd(k, n)=1 for even n/2. The three m-sequences
can be used to obtain the large set of Kasami sequences [8] .
The Gold sequence and Kasami sequences both can be constructed by the maximum-length sequences [19] . Often, maximal linear feedback shift registers are used for generating the maximum-length sequences. The resulting sequences are periodic and can be reproduced by the shift registers (i.e., a length-m register produces an m-sequence of length 2 m − 1).
B. Correlation Properties of Kasami Sequences
Kasami sequences have the similar correlation properties to the Gold sequences since they also arise from the maximumlength sequences. However, the Kasami sequences have an even better cross-correlation property than the Gold sequences. As mentioned in Section I, there are two different sets of Kasami sequences, namely the large set and the small set. For an arbitrary pair of sequences x i and x j drawn from the small set of Kasami sequences, the autocorrelation and the cross-correlation over a code period N = 2 n − 1, both can be characterized as the following three-valued function:
. where s(n) = 2 n/2 + 1. In fact, Kasami sequences have excellent cross-correlation properties because they approach the Welch lower bound [20] . Hence, Kasami sequences are significantly effective for the transmission identification. The large set of Kasami sequences have a much larger population than that of the small set of Kasami sequences and hence the former can serve for a large capacity of users. The autocorrelation and the cross-correlation for the large set of Kasami sequences over a code period N = 2 n − 1 can be characterized as the following five-valued function:
. where
and s(n) = t(n) + 1 2 For example, a 16-bit Kasami sequence drawn from the large set can have the cross-correlation values as -513, -257, -1, 255, and 511 according to Eq (5). For the auto-correlation values of an n-bit Kasami sequence, we can still employ to obtain the non-zero-lag values except that we have a constant value of 2 n − 1 for the zero-lag autocorrelation. Note that the actual length for an "n-bit Kasami sequence" should be n − 1 due to the name convention by most literature. The family populations differ from the way of generating Kasami sequences. To generate the small set of Kasami sequences, we begin with a maximal-length sequence s of length N = 2 n − 1 where n is an even integer. A new shorter sequence s' (with length 2 n/2 + 1) can be formed by sampling every 2 n/2 + 1 elements of the original sequence s. The resulted sequence s' is periodic with a period of 2 n/2 − 1 thereby. Then we can generate the small set of Kasami sequences by taking the modulo-2 sum of s with all (2 n/2 − 1) cyclic shifts of s' including itself. The collection of all cyclic shifts of s' will form a new sequence of length 2 n − 1.To obtain the Kasami sequences of the large set, we also take a maximallength sequence s of length N = 2 n − 1 where n is an even integer. Similarly, two new shorter sequences s' and s" can be formed by sampling every 2 n/2 + 1 and every 2 (n+2)/2 + 1 elements, respectively. By taking the modulo-2 sum of s with all cyclic shifts of s' and s", we can generate the large set of Kasami sequences. The family size of the large-set Kasami sequences is 2 3n/2 if n is a multiple of 4 and 2 3n/2 + 2 n/2 if (n mod 4)=2.
C. Statistical Studies of the Tx-ID Using Kasami Sequences
Following the discussion in Section II, we would like to study and illustrate the correlation properties for the transmitter identification when the Kasami sequences are adopted for DTV systems. In this paper, we focus on the large set of Kasami sequences since it will be used in practice. All Kasami sequences are periodic. Hence, we need to study the periodic correlation functions. In general, the periodic correlation function R i,j (τ ) of the two binary sequences s i (t) and s j (t) of period 2 n − 1 is defined as
Kasami sequences from the large set as addressed in Section II are employed for the DTV transmitter identification. It can be verified that the cross-correlation values R i,j (τ ), ∀τ, i, j, can only be either -513, -257, -1, 255 or 511.
III. GEOMETRIC STUDIES FOR MULTI-TRANSMITTER IDENTIFICATION USING KASAMI SEQUENCES
In the previous sections, we introduce the emerging need of the DTV transmitter identification and the adoption of the Kasami sequences mandated by the modern ATSC DTV standards. The correlational and statistical properties are also discussed therein. However, there hardly exists any geometric study on the capacity of the multiple transmitter identification using the Kasami sequences to the best of our knowledge. Hence we would like to dedicate this paper to address this important issue. Note that for simplification, here we only consider the handshaking stage when the continuous and periodic Tx-ID sequences are sent from the transmitters to the receiver.
A. Introduction of the Geometric Model for DTV Tx-ID
Based on the mathematical properties and the relevant discussion stated in Section II, new geometric studies of the multiple-transmitter-identification using Kasami sequences will be carried out in this section. Assume that several DTV signals are sent to one user (or station) simultaneously. The interference and noise need to be considered for the multitransmitter identification thereby. For example, a television station dispatches several broadcasting vehicles for live news reports. Different DTV signals returned from different vehicles should be identified by the television station. In this paper, we assume that the omnidirectional antenna is used at the television station to sense the ENG crews for the worst scenario. The total number of the transmitters is assumed to be L. Consider the subject transmitter (indexed by k 1 ) delivers its transmitter ID sequence s k1 (t) to the station. It will be interfered by the signal s k l (t) sent by another transmitter (indexed by k l and l = 1). For simplicity, we further assume that all transmissions occur in the open area such that no multiple paths exist.And consider the near-far problem,we employ d k l to indicate the distance from the transmitter to the station, where l is from 1 to L.Thus, for each broadcasting truck, the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) can be defined as
where both R k1k1 (0) and R k1k l (τ 1,l ) are defined by (10) and τ l,l specifies the arrival time difference at the receiver between the l th and the l th transmitted ID signals. The numerator in Eq (7) refers to the autocorrelation of the subject broadcasting truck while the denominator refers to the summed cross correlation between the subject transmitter ID sequence and the others.
B. Bounding Analysis of the Signal-to-Interference Ratio for Multiple-Transmitter ID Sequences
According to Eq (7), we have the following bound for the SIR when the multiple transmitter ID sequences are simultaneously sent, such that
For the worst scenario (lowest SIR bound given by (12)), we set |R k1k l (τ l )| as its maximum value | −t(n) |= 1 + 2(n + 2)/2, ∀l, according the Eq (5) and set R k1k1 (0) = 2 n − 1 according to Table I .Thus,the inequality in Eq (8) can be simplified as
Note that Eq (9) can be utilized to measure the geometric capacity for sending multiple TX-ID sequences simultaneously in the same region.
C. Signal-to-Interference Ratio Analysis for Multiple Tx-ID Transmission Subject to Different Topologies
In order to investigate the sensitivity of the transmitter identification in different topologies, we present the analysis here for four different geometric TX layouts, namely (i) circular distribution, (ii) doubly concentric and circular distribution, (iii) square array and (iv) hexagonal tessellation. They are discussed in the following subsections.
1) ID Transmission by Circularly Distributed Transmitters:
In this subsection, we would like to present a simple example to illustrate the geometric studies of the TX-ID capacity. Assume that there are 16 broadcasting trucks (L=16) sent by the same TV station in the same circular area and the distance between each broadcasting truck and the TV station is equal to r (the radius of this circle), this simple model is shown in Figure 1 . Small circles denote the transmitters' locations. The circularly distributed transmitters (L = 16) and 16-bit Kasami sequences from the large set are considered in this example (Scenario I). In this section, d is always defined as the distance from the station to the nearest transmitter. Hence, d is the radius in Figure 1 . From Figure 1 , we can find that the received SIRs for all transmitters are the same. In Scenario I, for any transmitter, we have
where all d k1 =d k l =d and R k1k l (τ 1,l ) indicates the crosscorrelation values between the different Kasami ID sequences which arrive at the receiver. For the worst situation, we set R k1k l (τ 1,l ) as its maximum absolute value | − t(n)| = 1 + 2 (n+2)/2 and R k1k1 (0) equals to 2 n − 1 for n = 16. Thus, we have the lower bound of any received SIR as SIR ≥ 8.5167.
2) ID Transmission by Doubly and Concentrically Circularly Distributed Transmitters:
A more complex topology can be shown in Figure 2 (Scenario II). From Figure 2 , we only need to consider two different sets of transmitters. Within each individual set, the received SIRs for all transmitters perform the isotropic property. Two arbitrary transmitters (k 1 , k 2 ), each from an individual set, can be considered for the SIR analysis and they are illustrated in Figure 2 . Note that d k1 =d k l =d and d k2 =d k l =2d. Consequently, for the any transmitter k 1 along the inner circle as depicted in Figure 2 , we get
where
For the any transmitter k 2 along the outer circle as depicted in Figure 2 , we get
For the worst situation, we set R
(n+2)/2 , and R k1k1 (0) = R k2k2 (0) = 2 n − 1 for n = 16. The SIR values for the transmitters k 1 and k 2 on the inner and outer circles, which are denoted by SIR 1 and SIR 2 respectively, are bounded as
3) ID Transmission by an Array of Transmitters:
Now we consider another example where the transmitters are distributed in an array as depicted in Figure 3 . Similar to the discussion in Section III-C.2, we can categorize the transmitters into three isotropic groups. Within each group, we can arbitrarily pick up a transmitter to evaluate the received SIR for representing all other peer transmitters. For instance, three represented transmitters (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ), each from an individual group, are illustrated in Figure 3 .We can have the numerical bounds for the SIRs of the transmitters belonging to each individual group as
4) ID Transmission by a Hexagonal Tessellation of Transmitters:
The scenario has this kind of topological distribution and the Figure 4 is shown as below. Finally, we consider a topology depicted in Figure 4 . From Figure 4 , four isotropic groups of transmitters can be categorized similarly. We denote the transmitter indices (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 ), each drawn from an individual group, are illustrated in Figure 4 .Similarly, we can bound the received SIRs for each group as
D. Comparative Studies for Different Kasami Sequence Lengths
Now we vary the Kasami sequence length (n = 14, 18) to follow Section III-C for the SIR analysis again. Different scenarios described in Section III-C are also considered here. Assume that the radius for the coverage area by every broadcasting truck is d. We also depict the relationships between the covered area and the lowest received SIR among the four aforementioned layouts (absolute value or dB value) for three different Kasami sequence lengths. According to Figures 5, we can find that the larger the Kasami sequence length, the larger the received SIR. However, the receiver processing time and complexity both are proportional to the ID sequence length and there should be some trade-off to seek.
IV. CONCLUSION
The multiple-transmitter identification in digital terrestrial television systems has been studied in this paper. According to the ATSC standard, the Kasami sequences are adopted as the embedded ID sequences due to its excellent correlation properties compared to other pseudo random sequences. We employ the crucial mathematical properties of the Kasami sequences and evaluate the received signal-to-interference ratio measures at the receiver for the transmitted ID signals. On the other hand, different topologies are investigated for the transmitter ID signal quality at the receiver. The covered area and the lowest received signal-to-interference ratio are considered as two essential parameters for the multiple-transmitter identification. It turns out to be that the larger the Kasami sequence length, the larger the received signal-to-interference ratio. Our new analysis can be used to determine the required Kasasmi sequence length for a specific broadcasting coverage. 
